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ABSTRACT

Background & Aims: Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the scientific activities of educational and research units help to identify the research, production and development of scientific knowledge and information in various fields of sciences. This study aims to investigation of the research output of Sarem hospital researchers, between 1987-2013.

Materials & Methods: This research was a descriptive Study and all of documents published by researchers of Sarem women’s hospital in the Google Scholar were used in this study.

Results: Results shown that 168 scientific activities was performed in Sarem Women’s hospital between 1987-2013. These include thesis, books, abstracts of congress and various types of Articles. In the 2012 scientific output is more than other years. Team work activity was more than individual works and department of Genetic had the most scientific output.

Conclusion: this study shows that collaborative coefficient of the hospital researchers in scientific productivity is high.
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